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CHAPTER I. 
INTRODUCTION 
purpose 
This thesis is a study of the nature of casework serv-
ices rendered to the parents of delinquent adolescents who 
were accepted for treatment and/or placement by the Church 
Home Society in the years 1950 through 1954. The majority 
of these children were placed, and casework contact with 
their parents will be explored before the placement of the 
child, while the child is out of the home, and after the 
child's return. 
The study will be guided by the following general ques-
tions: 
1. In how many cases were the parents of the children 
given casework treatment? 
2. In view of changing child welfare concepts it might 
be expected that there would be an increasing number 
of parents in treatment in more recent years. Is 
this trend reflected in this five-year period? 
3. Are there any common characteristics of the group 
of parents that received casework treatment; such 
as a common method of referral or a similar type of 
delinquency in the child? 
1. 
Scope 
This is a study of casework services to the parents of 
delinquent adolescents who were referred to the Church Home 
society for help or placement during the years 1950 through 
1954· 
Although invested with many meanings, the term juvenile 
delinquent is, "••• a precise legal term involving the legal 
status of a child offender."1 In Massachusetts, a delinquent 
is defined by law as, "·•• a child between seven and seven-
teen who commits an offense not punishable by death or by im-
prisonment for life." 2 Both of these definitions imply that 
the child has not only committed the offense but has been 
judged by the court to have done so and been adjudicated de-
linquent. This study, however, will include not only such 
cases (which were referred from the court or the Youth Service 
Board to the Church Home Society), but also those whose con-
duct could be dealt with under the law, whether or not they 
have appeared formally before the court. coulter3 uses such 
a definition but goes on to explain why he does not particu-
larly like it: 
1. Miriam Van Waters, "Juvenile Delinquency and 
Juvenile Courts," Encyclopedia of Social sciences, Edwin 
Seligman, editor, Vol. VIII, p.-;28. 
2. Probation Manual of Massachusetts, p. 34. 
3. Charles w. Coulter, "Family Disorganization as a 
Causal Factor in Delinquency and Crime," The Juvenile Of-
fender, Clyde Vedder, editor, p. 69. --- --
2. 
Running a car over fofty-five miles an hour anywhere 
in my state is a delinquency, but I sometimes run 
over forty-five. Traffic on the open highway in my 
state normally moves at a forty-five to fifty-five 
mile rate. When my grandson runs his bicycle on a 
stretch of sidewalk in Durh~ he becomes delinquent. 
But he does it. When my eight-year-old grand-
daughter lighted the firecracker she had bootlegged 
from washington when she came to visit us and hoarded 
so that she could adequately celebrate the glorious 
Fourth she was delinquent but I did not stop her. 
What I am trying to say is that the term is vague and 
the definition is stuffy and cockeyed. Yet when I 
use the term delinquency you well know that I mean 
any extreme and dangerous anti-social variation in 
child behavior. Just that. 
In this study it will also mean just that. 
Further, in considering the cases it was necessary to 
determine the limits of the term adolescent. It is diffi-
cult to set an age for the beginning of this period of 
psychophysical development. However, the physical changes 
of the body known as puberty serve well as a marker to indi-
cate its beginning. Although the onset of puberty may vary 
widely from child to child, it usually begins about the age 
of twelve.4 
Just as there is no clear beginning of adolescence, 
there is no clear-cut ending of it either. The upper limit 
for this study shall be that age suggested by Massachusetts 
law, seventeen. 
Using the above definitions of adolescent and delin-
quent, the available records of the Church Home Society for 
4. o. English and G. Pearson, Emotional Problems of 
Living, p. 270. 
the years 1950 through 1954 were examined, and all o~ the 
cases concerning delinquent adolescents were chosen. 
There were a total o~ twenty-six cases which met the 
above criteria. 0~ this total, one is concerned with a boy 
who came to the Church Home society ~rom the state Department 
o~ Child Guardianship, the whereabouts o~ whose parents are 
unknown. Another case was referred by the Judge Baker Guid-
ance Center for placement only while both the child and the 
parent were continued in treatment there. In three other 
cases, a~ter only brie~ contact with the child and the parent, 
and before any diagnosis was completed or treatment plan e-
volved, the children were involved in further delinquencies 
and were committed by the court to the Youth Service Board who 
did not request further service from the Church Home Society. 
And in two cases the clients withdrew before regular appoint-
ments could be set up. Because these seven cases do not seem 
appropriate for this study, they have not been included; and 
there remain, then, nineteen cases for consideration. 
Sources of Data 
In writing this thesis, the writer made use of litera-
ture dealing with the treatment of delinquents, the importance 
of adequate casework consideration of the family, and the 
meaning o~ separation of a child from his home. use was made 
of the case records of the Church Home society. Where deemed 
helpful, more deta iled da ta was obtained ~rom the social 
4· 
workers involved in the cases, if those workers were still 
employed by the agency. 
Method of Procedure 
A schedule (see Appendix A) was prepared to collect 
specific data from the casework records of the cases that 
fell within the scope of this study. General information 
about the adolescent, his delinquency, and his referral were 
included, and specific information sought in the area of 
parental contact. 
The nineteen cases were divided into two groups accord-
ing to whether the child had been placed or treated in the 
home situation. There were sixteen placed, and three who 
were not. A statistical analysis was attempted and proved 
inconclusive. The analysis and discussion may be found in 
Chapter III· The material was then studied and presented in 
the descriptive manner of Chapter IV. 
Value of the study 
The Church Home Society is committed by policy to serv-
ice of the Episcopal children and youth of the area, offering 
to them, "··• casework services of advice and assistance, 
supervision in their own homes, placement in foster homes, 
suitable schools and other group facilities."5 Here, as in 
·5. Office Manual, Church Home Society, supplement to 
page 12, dated April 29, 1952. 
other child welfare agencies, the focus has been on the child. 
service to the child is the agencyts chief function. How-
ever, children exist as members of family units, and any con-
sideration of help for the child entails a consideration of 
the parents. More and more this has been realized, and there 
is an increasing recognition of the importance of casework 
with the parents of the children who come under agency care. 
This will be more fully discussed in Chapter II· 
Recognizing the value of casework help for the parents 
as an important asset to the total treatment plan for the 
child, the child remains the center of this plan. In view of 
the limi ted amount of casework service available to any com-
munity at the present time, and the expense of casework serv-
ice to the agency, it is important to determine how parents 
have been served in this respect in order to decide how they 
can best be served in the future. This study is a prelimi-
nary step in that direction. 
An examination of the past records may perhaps provide 
clues for future consideration. It will be helpful to see 
just how much reality pressures allow this agency to put into 
practice what has come to be accepted as sound theoretical 
casework with regard to parental service. Determining whether 
this theory has noticeably influenced practice in the past 
five years may serve as a stimulus for further examination of 
the theory or the practice to determine means by which the 
6. 
first 'can be oriented to the second. 
Because this trend is relatively new to the child wel-
fare field, and perhaps more so in the case of delinquent 
children, there is a great deal to learn about how to help 
these families. The first step is to see how they have been 
helped in the past. 
The records will show the contacts with the parents of 
the children and will serve to indicate how many were treated 
along with the child. Further, some study of the group of 
parents who have been treated most intensively may reveal 
' 
areas for further exploration. certain common charact~ist­
ics may be discovered within this group which may be helpful 
in planning future parental casework service or which will 
suggest further research. 
Limitations of the stuay 
Certain limitations are inherent in the setting. The 
Church Home Society is not primarily an agency for the treat-
ment of delinquent adolescents, and the number of such cases 
referred in any one year is small. This means that the scope 
of this study is limited by the small number of cases so that 
it will be hard to draw any general conclusions which would 
be applicable to all delinquent casework. However, the sample 
represents over 70 per cent of the total delinquent cases 
handled by this agency in this five-year period, so it is 
sufficient to describe casework in this agency in this area. 
The limitation of the number of cases with regard to a statis-
tical analysis is discussed in Chapter III. 
The sectarian nature of the agency means that the study 
is confined to Episcopal children, and no attempt shall be 
made to assess this factor, nor the meaning to the client of 
a church-connected agency and the effect this might have on 
their re~ponse to casework service. 
A further limitation is with regard to a rather large 
number of adolescent girl clients whose problem problems 
might be considered asocial, and within the range of the 
definition established above. These are the unmarried 
mathers. Modern theory holds that the pregnancy of the un-
married mother is an unconsciously deliberate act, and the 
psycho-dynamic explanations of the meaning of this point back 
to her family relationships. Leontine Young6 and others have 
studied this problem intensively, and since the particular 
behavior allows for easy categorization, they have been ex-
eluded from this study. 
This is not a study intended to establish why parents 
were or were not treated, the nature of their resistance, nor 
the effectiveness of the treatment with regard to the success-
ful ou~come of the case. All of these would be valuable, but 
this study is concerned more with what the treatment has been 
and can only point to these other areas of exploration. 
6. Leonti ne Young , Out of Wedlock. 
8. 
CHAPTER II. 
CASEWORK WITH PARENTS IN A CHILDREN'S AGENCY 
Bowlby, in an excellent monograph ror the World Health 
organization, states that any administrative structure which 
rails to recognize that their rirst and last concern must be 
with the ramily as an important primary group, or which a 
child is or was a part, is in danger of doing more har.m than 
good. 1 
As knowledge of the development or personality has ex-
panded, there has been a greater realization or the import-
ance of the early years of life and of a child's first re-
lationships with his mother, father, and siblings. With this 
has come increased understanding of the importance of the 
family. For most children it serves as the primary group as 
far as the development or personality is concerned. 2 And as 
a child matures, the family continues to occupy a place of 
eminence. Its value goes beyond even its importance to 
personality growth; for, as Josslyn says, 
150. 
••• a description or psychological development does 
not touch upon the meaning or the ramily unit, but 
only upon the meaning or the individual ramily members 
1. John Bowlby, Maternal care and Mental Health, p. 
2. Helen Ross and Adelaide Johnson, "Psychiatric 
Interpretation of the Growth Process," Social Casework, 30:87, 
March, 1949. 
9. 
to a particular person.3 
Child welfare agencies have responded to this family 
cent ered approach to casework and have changed their focus. 
They are still primarily interested in what can be done best 
to help each child who comes within ' their care, but increased 
knowledge has changed procedure. Thurston has reviewed the 
history of child welfare and explains the development of an 
individualistic approach to each child and the realization 
that the best plan for every child was not removal from his 
home.4 
Slowly the import of such a separation of a child from 
his family has made itself felt, but even now it 
••• is still common in Western communities to see in 
the removal of the child from home, the solution to 
many a family problem without there being any clear 
plan for the future.~ 
Bowlby enlarges upon this criticism and reaches the conclusion 
that the best possible place for any child is within the 
framework of his own family, if this is at all possible, and 
that all efforts to help deprived children should begin with 
a program of prevention of family breakdown.6 
3. Irene Josslyn, "The Family as a Psychological 
Unit," Social casework, 34:'336, october, 1953. 
4· Henry w. Thurston, The Dependent Child. 
5. Bowlby, 2£• cit., P• 10. 
6. Ibid., Pp. 67-92. 
10. 
So it is nm-r that child '\vel.fare agencies accept cases 
.for study, and a.fter careful diagnosis try to determine 
whether or not it is possible to help this child in his own 
.f~ily or whether some type o.f placement plan is indicated.7 
I.f the child is to be helped by casework in his own home the 
desirab ility o.f continuing contact with the parents in an 
e.f.fort to strengthen the .family is obvious. It is equally 
important ir the child is to be treated outside o.f the home 
and a placement plen ef.fected. 
There are three reasons .for casework .for these parents; 
their own emotional well-being, the success o.f the placement 
.for the child, and the realization o.f the goal o.f the child's 
eventual successful return and adjust~ent in his own home. 8 
The removal of a child from its own home, either by pa-
rental decision or by authoritative action is an experi ence 
laden with emotional signi.ficance .for both the child and the 
parent. The parent may be a frightened, confused per~on who 
may see the placement of the child as a sure sign of his own 
inadequacy. Guilt, fear, shame, anger, love, hate-- - all of 
these emotions may be .felt with sharp intensity. Peck says, 
"When a child has engaged in delinquent acts, the f'eelings 
of the parents are likely to be highly ambivalent, with 
7. Dorothy Hutchinson, "Basic Principles of Child 
\'lel.fare," Child Welfare, 31:3, December, 1952. 
8. Bowiby, ££· cit., PP• 114-117. 
11. 
negative feelings in the ascendency."9 These people need 
help in sorting and handling these mixed feelings, and in ac-
cepting the placement of the child with all of its impli-
cations. Perhaps it can be extended in the area of the com-
plex emotional problems which have so often led to the place-
10 
ment. 
Not only may this casework help be of great value for 
the parents, but upon it may hinge the success of any place-
ment planJ Parents are important to the placement's success 
for, "so long as they are left out of the planning, they will 
either relinquish all responsibility and disappear from the 
child's life or else interfere in a haphazard and unpredicta-
ble way.nll Either way, the child is further damaged. 
Just as the second reason for continuing casework with 
the parents grew out of the first, so the third stems from 
the second. care of a child outside of his own home is con-
sidered only as a temporary measure, and, just as every ef-
fort was made to keep the child in his home initially, after 
he has been placed, every effort must be made to return him 
to his home again as soon as possible. It is the case-
worker's responsibility to help the parents understand this, 
9. Harris B. Peck and Virginia Bellsmith, Treatment 
of Delinquent Adolescent, p. 89. 
10. Bowlby, ~· cit. 
11. Ibid., p. 115. 
12. 
and to help them work towards the Jturn o:f the child. These 
parents are vital people in the lifl of the child, and to 
. I 
:::::::n:h::e:: ;:o:e:::::t::: ;:::r:s ::th~: :::·::m:0:n-
vironment, then attempts should be iade to help the parents 
to modify this before the ~eturn of the child.12 
The importance of work with the parents for their own 
I . 
sake remains the same, but in the delinquent group there may 
be the additional complicating :facttr o:f an outside authority 
enforcing the separation. How the parent will react depends, 
I 
of cour~, upon him and the circumstances, but in all cases, 
. I 
it introduces another factor with s ·me emotional response for 
casework consideration. 
In dealing with the parents of del:inquent adolescents, 
' 
and of a more damaging nature because of the type of relation-
ship between some of the parents and their delinquent chil-
dren. Adelaide Johnson outlines the nature of this relation-
ship in a paper in 1947. In it she attempts to 
••• illustrate that the parents may find vicarious 
gratification of their own poorly integrated forbidden 
12. Ibid. 
13. 
impulses in the acting out of the child, through their 
conscious or more often unconscious per misiveness or 
inconsiste~cy towards the child in these spheres of 
behavior.l.; 
Thus, the delinquent behavior of the child fill s a need b£ 
t he parent , and the parent will endeavor subtly to encourage 
this behavior, usually on an unconscious level. Placement of 
the child may conflict with thi s pathological desire and may 
prompt the parent to try and destroy the placement plan, 
again usually on the unconscious level. Clearly casework 
service to parents is indicated in these cases if there is to 
be hope of helping the child. 
The goal of any treatment or rehabilitation program for 
an offender is his return to society with the ability to 
function adequately and happily within that framework. In the 
case of the juvenile offender who has been placed as part of a 
treatment program, this implies his return to his own home; 
which, hopefully, is the goal of any placement plan. What is 
the relationship between this home and the delinquent behavior 
of the child? 
It has been suggested that the personality structure of 
a growing child is shaped primarily by the relationships of 
that child to his parents. Most emotional illness could 
therefore be said to be the result of interferences with this 
13. Adelaide Johnson, "sanctions for Superego Lacunae 
of Adolescents," Searchlights on Delinquency, K. R. Eissler, 
editor, pp. 225-245. --
14 
relationship. Some types of delinquent behavior are symp-
toms of such illness and thus directly traced to family re-
lationships. 
But no sweeping generalizations can be made about this 
as the cause of juvenile delinquency. David Abrahamsen formu-
lates two laws on this subject: 
A multiplicity of causative factors which vary 
qualitatively and quantitatively go into the making 
of criminal behavior. 
Since these causative factors differ from case 
to case of criminal activity; there can be no one 
rule given as to its causes. The causation of crimi-
nal behavior is a matter of relativity.l5 
rt · is beyond the scope of this study to go into the subject 
of delinquency causation at any great length. 
Difficult as it might be to catalog the causes of de-
linquency and arrange them in order of importance, there is 
agreement that family disorganization would be well up on the 
list.16 And in those cases where some other cause seems to 
predominate, it is certain that family relationships must 
play some part if a dynamic interpretation of human behavior 
is accepted. 
The superintendent of boys at the Bordentown Reformatory 
14. Ross and Johnson, ££• cit. 
15. David Abrahamsen, Who Are the Guilty?, p. 53. 
16. Charles w. coulter, "Family Disorganization as 
a causal Factor in Delinquency and Crime," The Juvenile 
Offender, Clyde Vedder, editor, p. 68. 
in New Jersey has written, 
Inability to work out satisfying relationships with 
other people, particularly with authority figures, i s 
characteristic o~ most ~orms o~ criminal behavior. 
Its origin seems to lie in poor1?arly relationships with parents or foster parent&. 
He goes on to inquire then about the return of a boy to 
his home after he has become ready for parole. The question 
is, what has ahppened to the rest of the family constellation 
where most of his problems developed? Unless the parents have 
been helped through casework or some other service, of what 
value is the treatment which has been given to the child? 
Authorities seem in general agreement as to the import-
ance o~ this service, and Abrahamsen expresses his opinion 
quite strongly. He says: 
Criminal behavior then is a problem or childhood 
and adolescent maladjustment ••• In principle, I do 
not consider a delinquent improved or cured unless 
he has achieved a positive attitude toward his family 
and society and the emotional attitude of the family 
environment has been changed so as to make the home 
a breeding place for constructive social tendencies 
••• What we have to stress here is that without 
ch anging the parent's attitudes and the family situ-
ation, it is impossible to change the attitude of the 
delinquent child, adolescent, or adult.ltl 
Gordon Hamilton, writing in a di~~erent context says es-
sentially the same thing. 
It is increasingly clear, because the pathological 
~amily tends to act out its conflict in part through 
17. Willia...m Nagel, "casework at Bor dentown," Focus, 
32:169, November, 1953. 
18. Abrahamsen, ££· cit., PP• 296, 297. 
16. 
the children, that treatment of the child cannot be 
successful unless the attitudes of the parents can 
be modified.l9 
Such, then, is the theoretical background for work with 
parents of delinquent adolescents. 
19. Gordon Hamilton, Theory and Practice of Social 
casework, p. 276. 
17. 
CHAPTER III. 
ESTABLISHING TREATMENT CRITERIA FOR PARENTAL GROUPS ! 
An examination of the records of the agency for the last 
rive years, 1950 through 1954, gives a sample of nineteen 
which were applicable to this study. The next step was to 
dete rmine the contact with the parents in these nineteen 
I 
cases and the type of casework contact, attempting to di vide 
them into two groups on the basis of the amount of casework 
service so that a comparison can be made to see if those who 
were served to the greatest extent form a group with any 
other common characteristics. 
Initially it was planned to make the division between 
those parents who received casework treatment from this agen-
cy and those who did not. No great problem in making the 
division was anticipated, for it was felt that the parents 
would fall, for the most part, into one of two clearly dis-
cernible groups: those treated, and those not treated. Such 
was not the case. 
Rather it seemed as if the cases could be arranged on 
a continuum based on the contact with the parents, and this 
would range from scant contact to fairly intensive casework 
service. At one end of the scale would be a case such as 
that of Richard G. In the five months in which the case was 
active, both parents were seen at least once each month, 
there were a total of sixteen contacts with one or the other 
18. 
of the parents, and there were as many as five contacts with 
them in a single month. 
On the other end there was the case of sarah B. whose 
mother was seen once before she was placed by Church Home 
Society, and for whom there were only two dated casework 
contacts and the notation that the mother was seen occasion-
ally through the girl's sixteen months of placement. 
The majority of the cases lie somewhere between these 
two extremes, and the task was to set up some sort of a cri-
teria so that it would be possible to separate the parents 
into two groups for purposes of comparison. Making the di-
vision on the basis of "treatment" necessitates a definition 
of that word for purposes of this study. 
Gordon Hamilton gives the dictionary definition of 
treatment as "applying a special process to" and says that 
this is a suitable over-all term for any consciously con-
trolled process from treatment in medicine to finishing a 
piece of furniture. Speaking in a framework of social case-
work she says, 
The essential attribute of treatment is that whether 
one uses predominantly practical and environmental or 
predominantly psychological means, the aim is the 
better psychological functioning or adaptation.l 
If then we say that casework treatment is a consciously 
controlled process intended to affect better psychological 
1. Gordon Hamilton, Theory and Practice of Social 
Casework, p. 242. 
19. 
runctioning or adaptation or a client, this presupposes that 
we (1) clearly see how the client functions prior to this, 
and (2) understand in what ways this functioning is inade-
quate. So study and diagnosis would precede treatment. 
Intellectually we can make such a distinction, but in actual 
practice it breaks down since the three are interwoven and 
coterminous in time. While we are asking a person about a 
situation we are "treating" him---and later, while we are 
doing something for him, he is bringing out new values in the 
situation.2 
The essential factor in the entire casework process is 
the relationship between the client and the worker, which, 
of course, is a dynamic process which begins with the initial 
contact and continues changing throughout the period of serv-
ice. 
Thus, in one sense, any and all contact with the parents 
constitutes treatment of a sort. Yet, when we speak of 
"treating" a client we usually mean more than seeing them 
once or twice or maintaining mere casual contact. 
Ideally this treatment is a very carerully thought-out 
process based on a sound diagnosis. Many attempts have been 
made to distinguish the dirferent types of casework treatment 
2. Ibid., PP• 147-148. 
20. 
and to label these processes.3 To compare the treatment or 
these parents would indeed be difficult on this basis, both 
because of the flexibili ty of the labels and the intricate 
combinations of treatment methods which appear in any one 
situation. FUrther, a consideration of the treatment on this 
level would involve a consideration of the response of the 
clients and a consideration of their defenses and resistances 
---an area which this study does not encompass. 
Therefore , it was necessary to establish some sort of 
a criterion to suggest the intens ity of the casework service 
offered to the parents. This was determined through a study 
or the casework contacts. This is merely one way of measur-
ing casework service offered and is far f rom a totally ade-
quate one . It is obvious tha t more casework trea~1ent may be 
accomplished in one interview with one client than in a dozen 
interviews with anoth er , and that with the same client there 
is a great deal of variation from interview to interview. 
Also, one caseworker may be able to accompli sh mo~e in fewer 
interviews than another. However, for purposes of this 
study, it will be assumed that the number, regularity, and 
frequency of the contacts will serve to give some indication 
of the amount of service available to and/or accepted by the 
3. Ibid., pp. 236-270. 
Florence Hollis, Women in Marital Conflict, pp. 
21. 
client. 
In order to examine more fUlly the services utilized by 
the parents, it remains necessary that we keep our focus on 
the child. Thus it might be expected that there would be a 
difference between the type of service focusing around a 
placement plan, and that concerned with the treatment of the 
child in the home situation. 
Of the nineteen cases, sixteen are subjects of some sort 
of plan in which the child is actually pls.ced . The remaining 
t hree form a group in which conta.c t with the child and parent 
did not include placement, at least not as an irmnedie.te goal. 
The cases used were taken from the five-year period, 1950-
1954 inclusive, and a breakdown of them is seen in the fol-
lowing table. 
TABLE I. 
DELINQUENT ADOLESCENTS SERVED THROUGH PLACEMENT 
AND IN THEIR OWN HOMES FROM 1950 THROUGH 1954 
No. of Delinquents 
Year Served at Home 
1950 1 
1951 
1952 
1953 2 
1954 
3 
No. of Delinquents Total Number of' 
Placed Delinquents Served 
4 5 
4 4 
3 3 
3 5 
2 2 
16 19 
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The group of sixteen eases in which the child was placed 
will be considered first. In trying to assess the amount of 
casework service that the parents of these children received, 
the number of casework contacts will be the first indicator. 
For pu}:'po,ses of determining this, all interview contacts wer·e 
counted. Telephone calls which were made to confirm or can-
cel an appointment or to transact other routine business were 
not counted. In a few instances a telephone call was counted 
as a casework contact. The writer does not feel that a tele-
phone conversation can take the place of an interview, but 
the exceptions which were tabulated were calls which lasted 
from twenty minutes to more than an hour, and which focused 
around some aspect of the problem. In one instance the dis-
tance of the client's home from Boston made unplanned con-
tacts impractical, and yet, for this client, there were e-
mergency situations which arose and which in order to handle 
she felt she needed immediate casework help. A lengthy tele-
phone cal1 would solve the dilemma, at least until an ap-
pointment could be arranged. Contact with either parent was 
counted, and there was no attempt to separate the number with 
each in Charts I and II. 
Of the sixteen cases in which the child was placed, in 
all but two of them the original request for help from the 
Church Home society was in terms of placement. In the two 
exceptions the request was ' for help in a less specific manner, 
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and it was only after several months of contact that the need 
for placement developed. In the remaining fourteen cases the 
focus of the client from the beginning was on placement, and 
the child was placed within a three-month period. Even in 
those cases in which immediate placement was indicated, a 
minimum of three weeks elapsed from the time of intake until 
placement. The greatest number of contacts with parents be-
fore placement was eight. 
However, mere number of contacts gives an inaccurate 
picture of casework service, since the time over which the 
interview was spread has not been taken into consideration. 
Thus, a case in which there are eight parental contacts may 
have extended over a period considerably longer than one in 
which there were only four contacts, and may, consequently, 
not indicate more intensive service. 
For purposes of comparison, the task is now to divide 
the group in Chart I into two sub-groups; those served most 
and those served least. Since, for the purposes of this 
study, service is being indicated by contact, the group can 
be divided statistically. The median with regard to the 
number of casework contacts would fall roughly within the 
group that has had five contacts before placement of the 
child. The horizontal median is no more precise, but falls 
within the four to five week range. 
If the vertical dividing line is established between 
23. 
Number of 
CHART I. 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN NUMBER OF CONTACTS WITH PARENTS BEFORE 
PLACEMENT AND TIME ELAPSING BETWEEN . INTAKE AND PLACEMENT 
Number of Contacts Before Placement 
No 
Number of Contacts 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Information 
--
Number of parents 1 4 4 1 1 2 3 
3 weeks 1 12 1 
I 
4-5 weeks : 1 I 2 1 1 
weeks between 6-7 weeks 1 1 
intake and 8-9 weeks 1 
placement 10-11 weeks 
12-13 weeks 1 
More than 
13 weeks 1 1 1 
Not placed 
Not 
Placed Total 
3 19 
-
4 
5 
2 
1 
1 
3 
3 3 
~ 
• 
three and four contacts, and the horizontal line below the 
four to five week category, the case s divide into two groups 
of roughly equal size. This is indicated on Chart I. Those 
cases above and to the right of the heavy lines are the group 
which was served most, and those to the left and below, in 
the group that was served least in the pre-placement period. 
Since the sample is so small, : it seems statistically justifi-
able to interpret the median so flexibly i~ such an interpre-
tation can be justified from the case records themselves. 
An examination of the records indi cates this to be valid. 
The cases were surveyed in an attempt to determine if there 
seemed to be real parental participation in v-rorking out a 
plan for the child in every case. The observer had real 
questions about this participation in only two of the records. 
In the case of stella E., her mother was seen three times 
and her father once between the time of the initial appli-
cation and the placement of the girl nine weeks later. In 
these contacts the record indicates that there was little 
real involvement of the parents in the planning. And in the 
case of sarah B., the Church Home Society was serving as a 
secondary agency working out the placement plan, and the 
mother was seen only once before the girl was placed three 
weeks later. A single contact can hardly be felt to serve 
as qualification for the group of parents who was served 
most. 
Both of these eases fall into the "less served" group 
as established above. With respect to the remaining four 
cases which fall within this group, the writer is satisfied 
from a study of the case material that no injustice is being 
done through employing the modified statistical procedure 
above. 
A similar chart (Chart II) relating the number of con-
tacts with the parents during the placement of the child and 
the length of this placement will serve to indicate whether 
this "most treated" group before placement continues to be 
the one with whom there is greatest contact through the 
placement. 
Even a casual glance at Chart II shows that our division 
of the parents into most and least treated groups has broken 
down. Those parents who received the most intensive contact 
before place~ent, and who, therefore, were considered as re -
ceiving the most casework service no longer merit this con-
sideration. They are represented by the numbers in parenthe-
ses and form no pattern on this chart as they did on Chart r. 
Therefore, the arbitrary division that was made on the basis 
of the information regarding contact with them before place-
ment is not satisfactory, and again in the central problem 
is trying to establish a means of dividing the group for the 
purpose of comparison. 
At this point it seems that no valid such division of 
the group is possible. Such a conclusion implies that the 
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CHART II • 
. . 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN NUMBER OF CONTACTS WITH PARENTS 
DURING PLACEMENT AND LENGTH OF PLACEMENT 
~ -~· 
Number of 1- 3- 5- 1- 9- 11- 13- 15- 17- 19- 21- 23- No Not 
Contacts 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 Info. Placed Total 
Total No. 
of 
Parents 3 1 2 2 1 1 1 5 3 19 
6 months 
or less (1)* (1) 2 4 
7 to 12 
months 1 1 (1) 1 4 
Length 13 to 18 
months 1 1 
of 19 to 24 
Placement months 1 1(1) 3 
25 to 30 
months (1) (1) 2 
31 to 36 
months 1 1 
still 
placed (1) 1 
Not 
placed 3 3 
* Parentheses indicate those cases which fell into the mos t treated group on Chart I. 
1\) 
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.focus of this study must then be changed, and it is important 
to attempt to understand why it was not possible to break 
this sample down as originally intended. 
There are two reasons. The first is statistical and is 
based upon the size of the sample. This sample is so small 
that it is difficult to group the cases and establish sta-
' 
tistical cr'iteria. It seems logical to assume that if there 
were a greatly increased number of cases under consideration, 
that there would be some grouping of cases which would be 
helpful in correlating variables. It is possible that a 
larger sample would have meant that the parents in the group 
which received the most service as presented on Chart I would 
also have presented a grouping of significance on Chart II. 
But with such a small number of cases, each one assumes undue 
importance and groups are not discern1ble. 
It is possible, too, that a larger smnple would have 
presented a more even progression of contact and eliminated 
I . 
the many gaps in the charts. More cases would have meant more 
in every category and, thus, if the sample were large enough, 
some in each. 
The second reason why it seems inadvisable to attempt 
this division is based upon the total picture of the casework 
contact with the parents. This is rather sketchy. In con-
trast to what is theoretically desirable as developed in 
Chapter II, the actual practice seems to lag behind. Thus, 
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any grouping of parents into the "most served" group would 
be a little artificial insofar as the service to even this 
group leaves much to be desired. In very few cases was the 
contact picture with the parents really indicative of inten-
sive work with them;· so an arbitrary division into two equal 
groups would tend to yield two groups neither of which was 
served to any great extent, but one of which was served 
slightly more than the other. A comparison of these groups 
with regard to the other variables suggested in Chapter r, 
might, therefore, not be too significant in trying to dis-
cover common characteristics of those who were treated. 
This reason is related somewhat to the size of the 
sample al so . If there were a great number of cases involved, 
it is reasonable to assume that the number in which obvious -
ly intensive casework service was rendered would increase to 
the size where this group could be examined apart from the 
others. The cases on the extreme and easily recognized 
treatment end of the continuum:·would . be sufficient to merit 
study in themselves. Such is not now the case. 
CHAPTER IV. 
CASEWORK CONTACT WITH THE PARENTS OF 
NINETEEN DELINQUENTS 
Since the sample serving in this study cannot, then, be 
utilized for comparison in an exploratory manner as intended, 
the nature of the casework contact with the parents will be 
examined and described in this chapter. The group of cases 
in which the child was placed will be discussed first. Per-
tinent information regarding the nature of contact with the 
parents of this group will be presented in tabular form . 
Rather than present all of the variables in one large table , 
for the sake of simplicity in presentation and convenience in 
discussion, the material will be presented in four separate 
parts. 
In all but four of the cases, as presented in Table II-A, 
the original request was for placement of the child, rather 
than for study or help in some other manner which would not 
necessitate the removal of the child from his family. The 
writer feels that there are possibly two reason s for this 
unbalance in favor of placement. The first of thes e is that 
community understanding of the services available within a 
child welfare agency varies from that which sound social work 
theory holds them to be. The community still tends to see 
child welfare agencies as child-placing agenci es and to make 
referrals with that idea in mind . It is true that the child 
30. 
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TABLE II-A 
INITIAL INFOR~~TION ON NINETEEN CASES FROM 1950-1954 IN 
WHICH DELINQUENT ADOLESCENTS WERE SERVED THROUGH 
PLACEMENT OR BY TREATMENT IN THEIR 0\-/N HOME 
Date of Initial Original 
Offense a. 
Referral 
Name parental Contact Request Source 
1. Pedro E. 9- 20-50 Placement Stealingb Courtc 
2. Wayne L. 10-26-50 Help Sexuald Minister 
12-18-50 
s tubborne 
3· Stella E· Pl e.cement Child Minister 
stubborn Probationc 
4 · Jerry n. 12-19- 50 Placement Child Officer 
I Probation 5. Frances c. ; 4-10-51 Placement Run-away Officer 
Other 
6. Brad H. 1- 26-51 Pls.cement Stealing Agency 
stubborn Probation 
7· Marsha M. 1-31-51 Placement Child Officer 
Tempor ary Other 
8. Sarah B. 1- 24-52 Placement Run-away Agency 
Fire 
9. Art F. 6- 2-52 Pla.cement Setting Minister 
Probation 
10. Elmer s. 5- 12-52 Pl acement Stealing Officer 
other 
11. Philip s . 10-1-52 Placement Sexual Agency 
Fir e 
12. Ron L· 9-17-53 Placement Setting Minister 
13. Gordon B. · 10-5-53 Pl acement Stealing Court 
Assault & Pr obation 
14 . Keith E. 1-22-53 Placement Battery Officer 
Probation 
15. Frank w. 4-6-54 Placement Sexual Officer 
Public 
16. carl G. 9-27-54 Ple.cement Nuisance Parent 
Truant 
17. Dan o. 2-10-50 Help Truancy Offi cer 
Placement Probation 
18 . Al ex M. 7-13-53 or Help Stealing Officer 
TABLE II-A 
- 2 -
Date of Initial Original 
Name Parental Contact Request Offensea 
! 
19. Richard
1
G. 12-16-53 Help Sexual 
Continued 
Referral 
Sour•ce 
Probation 
Officer 
a Only that specific delinquency which prompted the referral 
is given, although in the majority of the cases the de-
linquen~ behavior had manifested itself in several differ-
ent ways. 
' 
b Steal:t.ng is used to cover all types of delinquent behavior 
in which something is stolen or where that is the intent; 
that is~ larceny, breaking and entering, automobile theft, 
shoplifting, etc . 
c A distinction is made between referi•als from the court and 
the probation officers. Those eases in which the court is 
given as the referring agent are ones in which the child 
has been formally brought before the court and adjudicated 
delinquent, placement has been imposed by legal authority, 
and the Church Home Society contacted to implement the 
placement. Referral from the probation officer implies 
that the child has not fo!'mally appeared in court, and an 
attempt ,is being made to work out a plan to help the child 
and prevent his being adjudicated. 
d All types of delinquent behavior of a sexual nature have 
been classified under this one term. 
I 
e A legal term which describes a child whose behavior the 
parents rare unable to cope with and which provides a for-
mal cha~ge under which a parent can bring his own offspring 
to the attention of the court because of his behavior. 
welfare age~cies themselves have only recently begun to accept 
their responsibility for keeping the child in his own home. 1 
The second reason for the requests being mainly f'or 
1. Dorothy Hutchinson, "The Placement Worker and the 
Child's own ,Parents," social casework, 35:292, July, 1954. 
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placement might stem from the fact that we are dealing here 
with delinquent behavior. Because these children act out J 
their difficulties in a manner that is unacceptable in their 
current setting t here may be pressure to get them out of 
there. In this connection, it is interesting to note that in 
one case in which the initial request was for help but with-
out placement being specified, this pressure finally came to 
bear upon the situation. This was the case of wayne L· who 
was involve4 in several incidents in which he had exposed 
himself to younger children or encouraged them to do so be-
fore him. Although the referral came from the local minister, 
shortly after Church Home Society entered the case there was 
a good deal, of contact with the local police also. While an 
attempt was being made to study the situat ion and work out a 
plan, community pressure mounted, and finally two fathers in 
the community came to the .minister saying that if the boy 
was not immediately removed from the community, they would 
allow their young daughters to testify in a closed session 
of court and bring legal action against the boy. In other 
cases the pressure for placement is not so apparent, but is 
frequently present from the parents, the community, or both. 
There were three referrals from other agencies. One 
was for placement and another for temporary placement. In 
both of these cases, this referral was seen by the other 
agencies as part of the total treatment plan. The third was 
from an agency with which a parent had previously had contac~ 
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but which now felt that the Church Home Society could be of 
greater assistance. 
I 
The particular behavior of the children varies consider-
I 
ably with ~he greatest number, five, being involved in some 
I 
sort of theft. 
I 
The gteatest number of referral s, more than a third, 
i 
came from probation officers. The second largest number of 
! 
I 
referrals bame from mini sters. The writer wonders whether or 
not this i l directly related to the fact that the Church Home 
I 
Society is 1 a sectarian agency and perhaps more likely to get 
such referrals than othe!' agencies of a non-sectarian nature 
offe ring the same type of service. Of further interest is 
the fact that only one case was a self-referral, that is, a 
case in i-Thich the parent came to the agency seeking help with 
his own child. This may be partially due to the fact that 
I 
the community does not see this type of agency as one which 
I 
tradi tionally serves this delinquent group, and parents might 
I 
I 
more readily seek help in other directions. 
Table II-B presents the same information as Chart I with 
regard to the number of weeks elapsing before placement of 
i 
I the child :tnd the number of contacts with the parents during 
I 
I that time. : However, this table is a continuation of Table 
I 
II-.A and gives this information with respect to each specific 
I 
child .. 
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1. 
2. 
3. 
!±· 
2· 
6. 
1· 
8. 
9 . 
10 . 
11 . 
12. 
1~. 
l !J: . 
12· 
16. 
11· 
18. 
19. 
TABLE II-B 
TIME BERORE PLACEMENT AND NUMBER OF PARENTAL CONTACTS 
I 
Time Between Nuraber of Parental 
Intake and Contacts Before 
Name Placement Placement 
Pedro E· 2 8 
waxne L. 23 7 
Stella E· 9 !± 
J er!:I D· 1~ 6 
Frances c. bl 2 
Brad H· : 3!± Unknown 
Marsha 11. ~ ~ 
I 
I 
sarah B.l 3 1 
Art F. I 5 8 I 
I 
El mer s '. 5 Unknown 
I 
I 5 !! Philip 'S. 
Ron L· 1 7 Unkno-v1n 
Gordon B. 3 8 
Keith E. 6 2 
Frank w. 3 !! 
carl G. 3 !± 
Dan o. Not Placed 
Alex M· Not Placed 
Richard G. Not Placed 
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In the case of Brad H. there is the longest period of 
tLme elapsing between the initial contact and the placement, 
and yet it is seen from Table II-A that the original request 
was in terms of placement. Brad was fourteen at this time, 
and had previously had a good deal of contact with a psychi-
atric agency. He was seen off and on from the time he was 
five until he was eleven without too much progress. At that 
I 
time their case was closed. His mother had been prompted to 
seek help again at this time because he had been caught by 
the police stealing, and ran away from them as they were 
bringing him home to talk with his parents about it. Brad 
finally returned and no formal charges were placed against 
him. His mother had contacted the earlier agency and they 
had referred her to Church Home Society. In the contact with 
the boy it seemed that he was not ready to accept placement 
and a placement plan would not help out at this time. Regular 
contact was maintained with him through the summer, the plan 
I 
being to try and help him see the value of a placement plan 
and become willing to accept it. However, further stealing 
and another running episode brought him to court in August, 
at which time Church Home Society was asked to make a place-
ment plan. From this point there was only five weeks until 
the actual plac~ment was made. 
The other case in which there was a long period before 
placemen t was that of wayne L. which was discussed above. 
Here placement was not the original request, and was brought 
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about some time later due to community pressure. 
In the cases of Jerry D· and Art F., the time between 
intake and ,placement plan was spent in diagnosis and study 
trying to decide what the best thing for the child would be 
and in trying to decide what type of placement would be best. 
In these sixteen cases, the average time between. intake 
and placement was a little over eight weeks. 
I t is unfortunate that the records of three of the cases 
do not make clear the extent of the contact with the parents, 
nor is it clear why the record does not give this information. 
The average number of contacts with the parents before the 
placement of the child for the remaining thirteen cases in 
which the child was placed is about five. 
The length of placement in Table II-C gives the total 
time during which the child was placed, although in some 
cases there were changes in the placement and more than one 
foster care plan was utilized. In the case of wayne L· the 
pressure that was brought to bear necessitated his immediate 
removal from the community, and he was placed at the Youth 
service Board Detention center for a five week study period, 
and from there to a school. Placement time includes the time 
at the Detention center. In the case of stella E., the par-
ents insisted on her being removed from the home before an 
adequate group placement had been arranged although this 
seemed the desirable plan. Therefore she wa s placed tempo-
rarily in ~ foster home for six weeks, and since the group 
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TABLE II-C 
CONTACT WITH PARENTS OF DELINQUENT ADOLESCENTS WHILE 
CHI LD WAS PLACED OR WHILE CHILD WAS 
Name 
I 
1. Pedro E. 
2. Wayne L• 1 
3. Stella E. 
5. Frances c. 
6. Bra d H. 
7. Marsha M. 
8. Sarah B. 
9. Art F. 
10. Elmer s. 
11 . Philip s. 
12. Ron L. 
13. 
15. 
Gordon B. 
I 
Keith E· 
Frank w. 
16. carl G. 
17. ., ... I Dan o. " I 
18 . Al ex M. -l!-
IN TREATMENT WITHOUT PLAC~1ENT 
Length of 
Placement 
I n Months 
4 
18 
23 
30 
9 
28 
1 6 
8 
3 
27 
4 
3 
11 
8 
Active 
11 
11 
5 
Numb er of 
Parental 
Cont act s 
10 
9 
7 
1 
22 
Unlmown 
12 
Unlmown 
2 
Unlmown 
7 
Unknown 
2 
3 
23 
11 
11 
1 6 
Maximum Time 
Be t ween Any 
Two contacts 
2 
6 
9 
19 
5 
Unknown 
10 
Unlmown 
4 
Unknown 
7 
Unknown 
2 
5 
2 
4 
2 
Le s s t han one 
i~In these three cases , the child was not placed but v.ra s 
treated without placement . The number in col umn one re-
fers to the t otal number of months during which the child 
was in the agency ' s care. 
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plan was dela.yed she then spent twelve weeks back in her own 
home, and finally moved to the gr·oup setting. The eighteen 
month total placement time includes both the six weeks i n 
t he .foster home and the time in the group placement . 
In four of the remaining cases, the exact number o.f 
casework contacts with the parents is not contained in the 
record. For Brad H. and Elmer s. no speci.fic dated contact 
is given although the record states that there was some con-
tact with the parent s during t his time . In t he case of Sar~ 
B. three contacts are given by date and the record indicates 
that there were more. The same holds true .for Ron L., .for 
whom only one parental contact is established by date .for the 
placement period, yet others implied. 
I 
The placements lasted .from three months to three years. 
Recognizing that different cases requi re varying amounts of 
I 
contact , still, if the placement is over a .fairly long period 
i 
o.f time, ~he .frequency or regularity of the contact seems an 
important factor in evaluating the casework service to the 
parents. For that reason t he third column in Table II-C has 
been given to present t he maximum length of time between any 
two parental contacts for any particular case while the child 
was in placement . Two s eparate cases may have averaged the 
same number of contacts for an equal period of placement 
time, and .yet in one they may be equally spaced indicating a 
regular continuing attempt to serve these parents, and in the 
other there may be no contact at all with the parent .for 
almost the entire period ~r time, and then all or the con-
tacts may pear together clustered around some emergency 
or crisis at has come up with regard to the placed child, 
such as hi running away or rurther delinquent activity. 
This can be seen in the case or Fr.anees c. Although 
there were twenty-two contacts with the parents through a 
thirty-mont placement, each contact did not occur every rew 
weeks. Ra er, they cluster around three rairly clearly de-
Frances was placed in June or 1951. The next 
contact wit the parents is two months later when it is 
necessary t find a temporary place for Frances for a few 
days her summer placement and her winter one. There 
were ntacts with the parents around this situation. 
Frances was home for four days, then moved on to the other 
placement. Two months later, the foster group placement plan 
ended ly since the girl's conduct was such that she 
could ger live there, so again there was contact with 
the parents, and a. gain she went home. There we.re three con-
tacts with the parents at this time, followed by calls through 
the next th and one interview as an attempt was made to 
work out e alternate plan. Then in December Frances ran a-
1 
way, became involved in further delinquencies, was adjudicated 
delinquent, and was placed again. There were three contacts 
during this month. There was no real con-
til the following June when the mother was seen 
of that year the worker visited the mother 
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with France • With a change of workers regular monthly ap-
pointments up that fall. 
during the lacement of Brad H. are unknown, the record indi-
cates that hat contact there was focused around two events. 
justment, and then makes no mention of parental contact until 
some eight onths lat er when the boy ran from the school 
that the pjrents were seen several times again. 
The m st startling thing that Table II-C reveals is that 
in every cJse there was at some point during the child's 
placement period of at least two months during which t here 
act with the parents at all and the average length 
of time be een parental contacts in th eleven cases where 
this info ation is clear from this record is almost eight 
months I 
In y one case, that of wayne L., does the record 
indicate t at contact with t he parent is terminat ed as part 
of the to t casework plan for the child. In this case 1 
been made to see the mother regularly, but it 
seemed dif for her to cooperate , and fi nally it was 
decided the child was not being helped by the sporadi c 
contact the parent, so it was terminated. 
42. 
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TABLE II-D 
TERM I ~ATION OF PLACEMENT AND CONTINUING CONTACT 
Cont act Continued 
Re ason for Termination With Child 
Name of Placement After Termination 
1. Pedro E. To other agency No 
2. Wayne L· Home No 
_1. Stella E. Home Yes 
4. Jerry D· Home No 
5. Frances c~ Married, self-supporting No 
6. Brad H• Home Yes 
7. Marsha M· Home Ye s 
8. sarah B. Home No 
9. Art F· Home No 
10. Elmer s. To other agency No 
11. Philip S~o To other ag_ency No 
12. Ron L. Home Yes 
l3. Gordon B Home No 
14 . Keith E· Home No 
15 . Frank w. Home No 
16. carl G. Still placed 
17. Dan o.* Client's withdrawal 
18. Alex M·* To other agency 
19. Richard ( t• i~ Client ' s withdrawal 
*since the, ~e was no placement for these three boys, the 
reason st~ ted is for the termination of contact with the 
client . 
- -
II-D. 
parents afte 
the parents 
but even in 
treatment i 
parents . 
column is noticeable by its absence from Table 
e of the cases was there any contact with t he 
termination of the placement planJ I n a few 
ere seen at the time of the return of the child, 
hose f our cases wherein the child continued in 
the agency, there was no further contact with the 
There ere only four cases in which the placement was 
not termi nated by reason of the child' s return home . Pedro E. 
and Elmer s. both were enga ged in f u r ther delinquent activity 
which broug them i n contact with the court . Pedro was put 
under superv "s ion of the probation officer and Elmer committed 
to the Yout service Board ; in both instances there was no 
request for urther help from Church Home Society. France s c. 
became self-supporting and married, and although the marriage 
1.vas a failure she did not seek further help from Church Home 
Society. was placed in New Hampshire, and subse -
quently, mother moved to t hat state so the case was tran s -
ferred to t New Hampshire Children 's Aid Association. 
remaining placement cases, the placement was 
terminated b the child's return to his home . Furtner in-
formation cerning the circmnstances around this return is 
available m the records. The return of Gordon B. was under 
tragic eire stances. He was criticall y injured in a fal l at 
the school w ere he was placed and was s everal weeks in a 
hospi tal su fering from a concuss ion. As a result of the 
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injury there was bra in damage, his judgment was seriously im-
paired, and seemed to be noticeable changes in his be-
havior. the hospital he returned to his home. He was 
discharged t the care of his parents, and their plan was for 
him to 
had no 
a relative in Florida to recuperate. They 
for further contact with Church Home Soci ety. 
returned home at the request of her mother since 
the parents ere planning to "start a new life " and move to 
california. was felt by both the worker and those at the 
group placem where the girl had been that her return to 
her mother w uld not be helpful at this time, but neith er the 
girl nor her mother would consider her staying behind in 
placement. onsequently she did go home. 
in the discussion of the case of Brad H. it was 
his riDL~ing the school where he had been placed. 
This runaway in his remaining home since he seemed 
emotionally able to separate himself from his parents at 
the break. on probation after his return home, and the 
Church Home iociety continued their interest but not their di-
rect supervi ion of the boy. However, since his probation is 
over been re-established with him and efforts are 
still being to help him emancipate himself. 
was placed in a school situation, and remained 
there until e reached sixteen and felt that he no longer 
44· 
wished to c ntinue school. He was in intensiv e treatment 
while in cement, and it was the opinion of the therapist 
that his urn home would not be helpful to him. Both he 
and his mot er were consulted about the possibility of some 
plan out of the home, but were unable to accept it. Wayne 
did agree t continue contact with the agency, but there has 
been no with him since shortly after his return home. 
placement satisfactory, and the return home 
could not considered as part of the original treatment 
program. 
Frank .•s parents were separated, and he had been 
attempted s ·cide at the time of the boy's difficulties with 
the law. 
for observ 
placed whi 
efforts we 
subsequently taken to Boston state Hospital 
there for several weeks. The boy was 
she was in the hospital. She was released and 
help her through casework service. She 
seemed una_
1
le to keep: appointments, but contact was main-
tained as tlhe placement progressed with Frank. Toward the 
end of the year the boy had difficulties adjusting in the 
group place ent and the foster home decided they could no 
longer kee him. Since he was still on probation, he was 
sent to th Detention Center until some other plan could be 
worked out. His mother requested his return over the 
45. 
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Christmas oliday, which was granted. She did not bring him 
back, and t a su bsequ e n t court hearing petitioned to have 
him return d to her, whi ch petition was gran·ted in spite of 
strong sition by the Church Home Society. The case was 
closed at his time since the mother did not wish to accept 
In other cases the placement plan was not satis-
factory the standpoint of the foster care institution. 
s placed at school in New Hampshire, and when he 
had diffic lty adjusting there , the social worker took him 
That did not prove satisfactory either, 
and he ret rned home. Church Home society tried to maintain 
difficult boy's frequent unexpected trips around the 
country. ecause of his inability to respond to casework 
contact, t e case was finally terminated. Keith E. had 
difficulti s in the school in which he was placed also, which 
finally re in his dismissal from there. There was no 
contact after his return home in spite of agency 
effort to ncourage his continuing . 
Art p. was a seriously disturbed boy who was placed at 
a school w 
town. He 
therapist 
which were 
he could get psychiatric help in a nearby 
good progress in his first year there, but the 
that there were problems in the school setting 
helping wi t;h the boy's progress, and recom-
mended tha some other school be found. During the summer 
46. 
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the parents were consulted about this, but they wer e re s ist-
ant to any They had had difficulty ac-
ceptlng the placement, and had been unable to avail them-
selves of c sework service while the boy was away. 
Ron L·'s parents were unable to accept his placement 
away me, and after only three months, insisted upon 
his r e t urn o the home situation. This was done and within 
a few month his behavior necessitated his commitment to the 
Youth e Board . He was seen regularly but the parents 
did not bee me involved in the treatment plan, and the home 
situation w s extremely pathological. 
Stella E. returned home as a result of the feeling on 
the part of the school where she had been placed that she 
had gained all she could from the experience of living there, 
and nefit from a more normal environment and the 
opportunit to earn her own living . Her parents were able 
to accept 1er return. She was seen regularly aft er her re-
turn for n~ne mon ths, at which time she left home and moved 
to the wes coast. 
Marsh home at her own insistence . The 
group plac ent where she had been felt that such a return 
might prov helpful, since the girl had adjusted fairly well, 
bu·t equate the placement plan with punishment, and felt 'I 
I 
t ha t two y long enough t o be away , and began to be-
come more hostile to the placement environment . 
Her mother was ambivalen t about her return as she had been 
u 
I 
II 
I 
1 
II 
t-
I 
II 
about the e tire placement. The proba tion off i cer a nd the 
I 
Church Home Society worker were reluctant to s ee h er b ack in II 
the home s i uation at this time since the re seemed to have I 
been little change in it, but the mother agreed and the girl 
went home. Efforts were made to continue contact with the 
girl, but s e did n ot continue. 
It is nteresting to note that in the three cases in 
which the c ild was treated in his own home (included in 
the foregoi tables and charts with tota l sample), there-
I quest was f r help rather than for placement, per se. In the 1 
case of Ric after a preliminary study period, it was I 
felt that p acement might prove most helpful. 
In all three of these cases, the record makes it clear 
that contac with the parents was on a regular basis and was 
considered y the worker to be part of the total treatment 
plan for youngster. Treatment with Alex was terminated 
when the f i.ly came back under the care of another agency 
which eviously known them and who was better situated 
to b e ater help. Th e other t wo cases were closed 
because the clients no longer wished t o continue in treat-
ment. When a placement p lan for Richard G. could not be 
worked out s promptly as hoped and he started sch ool in the 
local high chool, both he and his parents seemed to feel 
that t he ag could no longer help, and did not come in 
spite of ag effort to conti nue wi th them. Dan o. had a 
great deal f difficulty accepting treatment, and would 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
48. 
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I 
II 
I 
jl 
~ 
frequently iss appointments, even going so far as to leave 
t own just before an appoint ment had been planned. Contact 
was regula at first, but as his problems unfolded, he seemed 
to feel mo e and more anxious about the treatment, and his 
appointmen s became sketchy. The relationship with the 
worker was eak, and the boy finally withdrew from contact 
altogether. 
I 
~ 
r 
II 
II 
II 
'I 
II 
I 
II 
s 
were 
through 195 
casework 
The s 
CHAPTER V. 
Y, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
the cases involving delinquent adoles cent s which 
d to the Church Home Society in the years 1950 
were studied to determine the nature of the 
parents . 
ple was made up of twenty-six cases fo r t hi s 
study. did no t seem appropriate . Of t he 
reme.ining n neteen the child was placed out of his home as 
1 
I 
part of the treatment plan i n sixteen instance s , and in three ,, 
there was n placement plan. 
Inform tion was sought to determine the number of par-
ents who we e given casework treatment. It was hoped that 11 
any trends mo~ard s increased service to parents would appear 
in this sam le if such there were. And finally, t he group 
of parents eceiving t reatment was to be examined to see if 
there were ny other common characteristics of this group. 
In all three cases in which the child was treated in 
his own hom , the contact with the paren t was regular and 
part of the total treatment picture. However, this sample 
jl 1>1as , of cou se, too small to observe any trends or common 
characteris ics of the three. 
With r gard to the cases in which the children were 
placed, the sample again proved to be too small to offer any- 1 
t hing concl sive in r egard to the above point s. 
50. 
It was with some difficulty that a criterion was es-
tabli shed t make some division of the parents into tvio 
set up as a guide to indicate which gr·oup was most treated 
and 1r1hich oup least treated. A division was finally made 
to the number of contacts in the period preceding 
the placene t of the child. This proved unsatisfactory when , 
favored group were examined in the light of 
II subsequent ·r eatment after the placement of the child. With 
li 
II 
would 
point 
lized 
attention 
of cases and the relatively little amount of 
any of the parents, it seemed that any grouping 
eptively artificial and inaccurate . At that 
iter concluded that the data could best be uti-
h a descriptive presentation of the cases with 
irected to those aspects of t he case which seemed 
to have a 
contact 
earing on the original problem, the nature of the 1 
the parents of these children. 
The most significant factor observed in the study was 
the lack of planned, regular t:reatment ·with these parents . 
This study did not attempt to determine what factors there 
were that ontributed to this lack of activity in this area 
when it is accepted theory that such casework is important, 
if not ess to the success of the work with the child. 
'I 
This would to be a problem for further study. Of the 1 
cases exam·ned several of the parents voiced resistance to 
their part cipation in treatment, and others were unable to 
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re spond to gency i nvitation to further contact. But in many 
of t he reco ds, no such apparent resistance is mentioned, and 
parents see to have responded when interviews were suggested 
b y workers . Certainly some of the responsibility for the 
lack of par nta l case-v;ork lles with the agency and the pres -
sures make intensive casevwrk with all parents imposs i-
ble. How m ch again must be determined by further study. 
Although th" s selective sample does not indicate it, agen cy 
policy has · ncluded greater focus on parents and the over-all 
agency 
who 
sties indicate increasing paren tal work. 
ter recognizes, of course, the fact that a worker 
ild i n placement h as in effect a triple case l oad 
--the child, the parents , and the foster par ents or inst i-
t utional d. Although in other type s of agencies, for 
instance ld guidance clinics, more than one worker is 
often invol ed with a single family; standard child placing 
practice se ms to utilize one worker only. :t-fany child wel-
fare agen ci s do use a separate worker fo r the study of the 
prospective foster homes. 
If it is impossible for intensive contact with all three, 
1-rork with t e natural parents may seem t o be of less signifi-
successful placement of the child, but in view 
of the mate ial presented in Chapter II, the writer wonders 
if this is so. In seven of the cases, the placement was ter-
minated at the insistence of the parents or with their acqui-
escence and lack of interest in ano t her placement, in spite 
52 . 
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or the fact that from the agency's point of view continued 
placement w uld have proved more helpful to the child' In 
how many of those instances might the parents have been 
helped bett r to accept placement and support such a plan ror 
their child s good if there had been more casework offered to 
them? A la ger sample including cases in which this inten-
sive servic had been offered might help to illuminate this 
point. 
In dis ussing the regularity of the contacts with the 
parents, th fact was mentioned that in some of the ce.ses 
the contact \vi th the parents seem to cluster around a few 
well-define i ncidents in the placement plan, such as diffi -
cul ties of he child in the new situation OI ' the need for 
his return emporarily between placements. This raises the 
question of how much help the caseworker can furnish at these 
points if r gularity of contact has been lacking. If case-
work help pends upon relationship, ho"1 much help can be 
se parents who have been seen s o infrequently? 
II 
II 
I 
II 
II 
Recogn , zing the worker's time limitations, the writer 1i 
would like o raise the question of the desirability of regu - , 
lar contact with these parents. It may be impossible for the 
worker to s e the parents on a weekly, semi-weekly , or even 1! 
monthly bas s; but does that preclude these parents being 
seen on sort of regular basis? The record of contact 
with the pa ents seems to indicate that in most cases there 
is no regul r pattern. Seemingly when the pressures let u p 
ll 
I 
II 
I' lj 
II 
II 
1: 
I, 
I 
I 
II 
I 
II 
a little there is a lull in activity with children, or 
ii' not a 1, at least a period when there are no emer gen-
cies or cri es, then the workers contact parents and see 
them. The 
I 
iter wonders if contact on a regular basis, even 1 
I 
ii' the inte between interviews was long, would not be 
more helpfu in the total plan than such spotty contact. If 
of a basis or working with the parents if ther e were emer-
gency situa ions arising in the placement plan, and perhaps 
such regula contact, slight as it may have to be, would be 
helpful in r eventing such crises f rom arising. 
If chi agencies are not able adequately to 
., 
I 
I 
serve the p I of these children and help them with their 1 
own problem this suggests the possibility of more ref errals I 
to other ag 
other agenc 
I t is possible, and likely probable, that
1 
as family agencies, are pressured also '1 
and might b able to offer no more service to the parents 
than t he pl cement agency, but this should not be assumed 
without fur her examination. Such referral would necessi -
t a te carefu planning on the part of the children ' s agency 
and a great amount of cooperation between the two agencies to 
eliminate c nfusion and to help the parents in t heir own 
right and s pport the placement plan of the child. A continu-
ation of th nking i n this direction raises the question oi' 
~ 
II 
II 
'I 
' 
I' 
,, 
'I 
I 
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,I 
merg i ng chi dren's and family agencies. 1 This prospect lie s 
beyond t he cope of this thesis . 
If ser ice to this group is limi ted b lack of ca sework 
time , it ma be wel l to examine further the ty es of serv ce 
that can be offered to the parents and evaluate the effective-
ness of the • I s it better to of'fer some sort of a sus tain-
ing rel a tlo ship to support a ll of the parents of children .n 
care, or is it wiser t select either those who can benefit 
t he most f r mor e intensive treatment or those t o whom t h is 
s ervice see_ s most essential to make a placement succe ssful, 
and concen t ate the available time on them? 
In the case of the t hree boys who v1ere treated in the 
home situat· on the parents were all seen on a. regular bas is. 
This icat e one of many things: tha t the fami l y pa-
thology was such that thi s seemed more clearl y indicated, 
that the wo .ker felt more str ongly the obligation to help 
the se paren s since the child was left with them, t hat with 
only pl e to \fork to~i th more time wa s left fo r paren ts, 
that it was more convenient to work with both of them since 
both could e seen on the same days in the horne, etc. With 
a l arger sa ple of cases both treated at home and placed it 
would be eres ting to see if there was stil l a great deal 
more treatm nt of parents i n the home, and if so , why. 
150. 
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Thi s s udy , then, has just scratched the surface of the 
many sided uestion of treatment of parents of delinquents. 
Although th original questions remain unanswered, a des-
cription of these cases has helped to present a picture of 
the nature f casework contact with this group withi n this 
agency. reat deal of r esearch remains to be done so that 
children hin the care of a child welfare agen cy may re-
ceive the b st possible chance for successf'ul ad justment; and 
so that thi will be implemented by the optimQm invol vement 
and treatme t of their parents. 
56. 
APP ENDIX 
--------
SCHEDULE 
1. Child's ame: a . Age: b. School grade : 
2. Reason f r referral or original contact : 
of delinquent behavior: 
3· Contact ade by whom : 
~- · agency or per son: 
5. nate o f eferral: 
6. n ate of nitial contact : a. with child : b . with parent : 
7· nate of ermination of contact: 
8. Reason g "ven for termination: 
a. of contac ts with child before placement: 
b. of contact with child before placement: 
c . Numb con tact s with parent(s) before placement : 
d . Freq of contacts with parent (s) before pla cement: 
e. Numb contacts with child after placement: 
r . Fr e q of contacts with child · after placement :· 
g . Numb contacts with parent(s) after placement: 
h. Freq of contacts with parent(s) after placement: 
k. was ontact continued with either child or parent at 
this time ? 
10 . rr chi d was treated in home situation: 
.58. 
SCHEDULE - 2 - continued 
a. Num er of contacts with child: 
b. Frerncy of contact with child: 
c. Num er of contacts with parents: 
d. Fre uency of contacts with parents: 
11. . . . 
a. s : 
b. . . 
c. 
12. oken by: 
a. 
b. 
c . 
13. nates f contacts with parents: 
lL~. Reason for contacts with parents (emergencies in place-
ment?) :· 
15. Was p ent involved in making plan for child? 
16. Reaso stated, for lack of contact with parents~ 
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